Membership 2021

2021 Ride Outs

After much discussion many of the HOG Directors decided
to give free membership for all chapter members who
paid in full for 2020, this was discussed with our committee and it was agreed that we would also offer this,
however after discussing with many long standing members who wanted to pay their fees regardless so we could
recoup some of £1,000 loss we incurred due to cancelling
the Rally, we decided to give you the choice. Sandra is
currently sending out new HOG approved registration
forms with a letter explaining how to get free membership next year.

As the future is unknown due to Covid 19 and who
knows what Tiers any of us will be in come 2021 or if
we can cross over tiers or even ride we are unable at
this moment to put together a Riding Calendar.

During our committee meeting last Friday we were asked why
a toy run did not take place this year, unfortunately due to
lack of donations for the toy appeal and the restrictions of
Covid it turned out to be impossible to achieve. Lets hope next
year will be better.

There’s a Trophy for the person with the highest
points in the Chapter.

2020 InSpire Ride

Wishing you and your families a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

As many of you know this ride was cancelled however it is
hoped that it can once again take place in 2021 with the VE
anniversary taking place on top of the annual celebration of
the new Bomber Command.
It is hoped to be bigger and better this year with 2 more HOG
chapters getting involved, Chrome Hill and the Lincoln chapter.
Once more details are available I’ll let you know.

Once the future is clearer and we know what we can
do, we can then put a plan together and publish Ride
outs.
Rob Hammerton is working with other chapters to
put together the A-Z chapter challenge which will run
from January to November and will put this on Facebook as soon as all the details have been ironed out.

